Discover HIPE Help
Introduction
If you are a novice user, welcome to HIPE!
If you already used HIPE in the past,
welcome back!
This booklet is a brief introduction to the
Help System of HIPE. Please take a few
minutes to leaf through the next pages.
You will be introduced to the basics of the
Help System, and maybe you will learn a
thing or two you did not know, even if you
have used HIPE before.
HIPE documentation is largely contributed
by many part-time collaborators. While we
do our best to keep content up to date and
at the highest quality level, there are still
areas in which we can improve. You can
help us by providing your feedback: see
page seven of this booklet for ways to do
so. Please do not hesitate to let us know
what we can do better.
Enjoy the workshop, and have fun using
HIPE for your science!
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Starting the help
There are many ways to access the HIPE Help System. Here are the
three most popular ones.
From the Help menu
Open the documentation
locally installed with
HIPE or the online
version.

From any task
Right-click on a task in
the Tasks view and
choose Help in URM to
open the User's
Reference Manual.

From outside HIPE
The offline help will stop
working once you leave
HIPE. You can use the
Show Help utility in the
apps directory of your
HIPE installation to have
an active help window
without starting HIPE.
Press Display whenever
you want to open a new
help window.
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The welcome page
This is what you see when you start the HIPE Help System.
Toolbar
Buttons to navigate the
documentation, create
bookmarks, open the PDF
versions of the manuals
and send feedback.

Table of Contents

Welcome panel

All the available manuals
organised by category.
Behind the Table of
Contents are the Search
panel and your list of
bookmarks.

Nine boxes with links to
the most important
information, whether you
are a newbie or a HIPE
guru.
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The manuals
Introductory
Short manuals with the
basic information to get
acquainted with HIPE
and get your data fast.

Analysis tools
In-depth manuals with
information on HIPE's
scripting language and
instrument-neutral data
analysis tools.

Instrument manuals
Instrument-specific data
analysis and pipeline
manuals. You may not
see all of them,
depending on what
instrument software you
have installed.

Reference
Reference information on
data analysis tasks and
Herschel data products.

Developer reference
Reference information for
developers and
maintainers of HIPE
components. You may
have to refer to these
manuals if something is
not covered by other
documentation.
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Searching
Lost in documentation? Try the search interface. If you get too many
hits, limit the search to fewer manuals with the advanced form.
The search tab
Click the Search tab, next
to the Table of Contents
(TOC), to open the basic
search form.

Basic search
Hover on the question
mark icon to get help on
advanced search syntax.
Click the downward
arrow to open the
advanced search form.

Advanced search
Combine up to three
search terms (and more,
using the advanced
search syntax). Limit your
search to one manual or
one category of manuals.
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Video tutorials
A brand new, unofficial YouTube channel with short HIPE tutorials.
New videos being uploaded every week. Please comment, rate and let
us know your wishes for new tutorials!

http://www.youtube.com/learnhipe
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Please help us!
We could do so much better with your help! Here are four ways in
which you can help us deliver better documentation.
Helpdesk tickets
The Helpdesk is the only
official channel to contact
the community support
group.

Send feedback
For more informal
feedback, get in touch
with the Editorial Board.
Point out errors, ask
questions, make
suggestions.

React on Youtube
Comment on videos, ask
for more and interact
with other members of
the Herschel community.

Share your insights!
If you have useful scripts,
tips, workarounds, please
send them to us and we
will include them in the
doc. The icon on the right,
by the way, is from the
Open Share website:
www.openshareicons.com
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